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LED TWINKLE STAR® 
 
 

 

LED TWINKLE STAR is a solid, strongly built material that can be incorporated into floor pattern design, pavement 
and garden. The resistance surface of resin and sand mixture allow for fitting into permanent building structure. The 
whole LED TWINKLE STAR is totally sealed for dust and waterproofing, it requires virtually no maintenance and no 
serviceable parts. On a low voltage supply, it is safe and consumes minimal electricity. When aligned in a matrix 
form, LED TWINKLE STAR will bring the starry night into your house both indoor and outdoor. 

A small handy controller can control up to 8 pieces in an excellent example of its versatile usage. With an SRC-171 
controller, the number of units increases to 50 pieces!! It is a perfect floor material for the center of public places, 
such as hotel lobby and banquet hall. 

With an SL-410 controller, you will e 
oy the full 6-function effect. Under the sophisticated SRC-171 controller, many more functions are added to your 
satisfaction. Including color, speed and strobe functions.  

 

Size: L30 x W30 x H3.7cm 
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Weight (net): 6.5kg  
Rated wattage: 2.88W per piece 
Voltage: 24V 
LED color and qty: Red x 16, blue x 16 and green x 16 
No. of lighting spot: 16 per pc 
Size of lighting spot: Ø1.6cm 
Max. no. of unit: SL-410 x 6pcs /SRC-171 x 50pcs 
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LED PANEL® 
(Slim Type) 

 

In contrast with the soft coloring of LED PANEL, LED PANEL(Slim Type) is more direct and exciting. The acrylic 
surface is finished with frosty effect. The twinkle edge light and reflection is the best illumination for party and 
celebration. The single size of 30x30cm is connectable to build up to sizable wall surface. Slim thickness is an 
additional advantage to energy saving, no maintenance required, low heating, and so on. The versatility is further 
enhanced by more controller options. A simple, compact DL-410-1A controller can manipulate 4 pieces. While the 
SDL-171 and SL-410-15A controller can control up to 40 and 60 pieces respectively. Stainless steel casing and simple 
screw tightening are very easy to install to any wall and ceiling. Each piece of LED PANEL is connected to the main 
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cable by screw type easy connector. LED PANEL with 24V low voltage is safe to use.  

LED PANEL (Slim Type) Specifications: 

Size  L30 x W30 x H1.8cm 

Mounting stand 0.8cm height  

Number of LED'S 84 pcs 

Number of PCB 4 pcs 

Number of LED/PCB 21 pcs 

Input voltage  110-220V AC 

Output voltage  24V DC  

Rated Wattage 5.76 Watts (Max.) 

Controller Options SL-410-1A x 4 pcs / SL-181-15A x 60pcs / SDL-109C x 40 pcs 

  

 

Synchronized color changing effect 

The powerful SDL-109C controller can provide synchronized color changing up to 40 units. Full RGB coloring will 
meet your color theme for your party and function. The diffusion effect of the acrylic cover transforms the sharp LED 
light into a soft tone for easy integration to your desired mood. 
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Note: the whole piece of LED PANEL is prefix in factory and contain no serviceable parts.  

 


